Year I - not present - excused absence due to facultative course

Year II
- follow-up about communication w/Tutor of the Year - improved but still occasional last-minute announcements/tasks to do

- Neuroscience - students would like to write a letter to Prof. Moryś to request changes in the curriculum:
  1. add a midterm [currently no quizzes, no midterms, only final exam]
  2. standardize the teaching among lab instructors [currently there are vast differences in what is taught, thus reducing the level of preparedness for the practical part of the final exam]

suggestion - first bring these suggestions up during the Didacting Meeting, and write the letter later

Year III
- lack of a proper coat room at UCK - currently there is a coat kiosk at Building 7, however it is inadequate due to:
  1. not enough space for ED, WL, Dental and Nursing students' coats and bags
  2. no private room for changing clothes
  3. not enough space in the corridor to change clothes [currently students are sharing 2 benches with patients and often are blocking the hallway]

- lack of a proper coat room at Kliniczna
  1. the designated room is much too small
  2. the Gynecology & Obstetrics Clinics require students to change pants as well - however there is no private room or even a partition screen
  3. apparently there is an adjacent room available but always closed [is it a storage space? can it be made into a female coat room?]

- students hope that the new Invasive Medicine Building will have adequate coatrooms

Year IV - not present

Year V
- follow-up on Tutor of the Year - after 7 months of ignoring her duties, Dr. Świerkocka-Miastkowska [Dept. of Radiology] finally started to be the Tutor of the Year
  1. Tutor is paid 1000zl/year, but the Year Rep did the work for free [arranging groups and exam dates]
  2. No Didactic Meetings took place this year
3. Tutor started to respond to contacts and has become active only towards the end of the year [apparently she did the same thing in the previous year]
4. Vice-Dean Dudziak stated that a young doctor from Cardiology Clinic will be the Tutor next year, however she needs to finish specialization first

Year VI - not present

ED-wide issues

- students want to permanently establish Graduation for June [currently it is in early October - impossible for many students to attend due to starting work already or not being able to afford another round-trip to Gdańsk]
- coatrooms - see "Year III"